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About This Game

WHAT IS BLOODY GLIMPSE?

BLOODY GLIMPSE is a chaotic first person shooter that confronts heavily armed players with the most horrifying night
creatures - Gargoyles.

THE SETTING

The world of Bloody Glimpse is set during war times, in Africa, with wide range of weapons available at your disposal.

THE PLOT

The story starts somewhere in the middle of the desert, when during the night recon, your whole team just disappears one by
one. As the only survivor, as soon as the sun goes up, you set on a mission to find your missing buddies.

FEATURES

Variety of creatures to shoot and dice, ranging from small, thorough medium up to tough as hell Gargoyles and derivatives.
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Multiple bosses to defeat with huge arsenal of weapons.

Bloody Glimpse will take you on a immersive journey through bloody and dark world, the one that you always dreamed of.
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Publisher:
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The McLaren is a great car. The new tracks are okay but they integrate poorly with the single player campaign. So as such I
don't think this worth the money.. Very silly and very entertaining. It has replay value to me because the dialog is so clever. I'm
looking forward to the next Frog Detective game.. Jogo com um pug! *-*. Very joyful maze game with a quite good concept.
Entering the maze will show you jst a plain surface. You actual location is shown as a XY marker. Of course walls still exist and
you will find them if you marker flashes red. Just play through 36 challenging mazes. If you reach the goal the whole maze will
be revealed for a sec.. i love the game so far! the only thing thats kind of killing the game is the voice acting for the main
character. but other than that, the game is phenomenal! cant wait to see more! made a video, hope yall enjoy it. took at least 8
hours to edit it c;
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aNxesJq9Pcs. I'm only two hours in but I am thoroughly enjoying this game. Other reviews
mention that the game play becomes really repetitive, but but if that bothers you don't play a Diablo clone. The graphics aren't
fantastic but the lore usage makes up for it, in my opinion. I wouldn't say it's a $50 game, though, so buy it while on sale like I
did.
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This game oozes style. Ape Out embodies the improvisational spirit of jazz by procedurally generating tough situations and
giving you a fierce but limited arsenal of attacks with which navigate them. The all-percussion, reactive and diegetic score ties
this tight little package up super nicely. At once wears its major influence (namely Hotline Miami) on its sleeve but warps that
simple formula into something entirely of its own identity. Occasionally sluggish feel with the M+K, but I imagine they intended
this to convey the apeish movement that you would experience, well, being an ape. Very cool little game.. please use headphone
when play this game. taught me everything i need to know, i now have 17 girlfriends and 3 boyfriends. i love it. This is an early
access review written on 02\/16\/2016.

This is a fun, but currently short, combat-heavy RPG. There are no dialogs, quest givers or even much of a story at this point
(something about destroying some corruption.)

Your job is to explore with your party of five and kill camps full of evildoers. Along the way you'll find caves and buildings that
when entered, will give you a quest that you complete within it.

Character building and combat is defintely the focus. The leveling system has a ton of options, skills and spells. There are no set
classes; any character can have any skill and wear any armor, but there are penalties such as heavier armor makes energy regen
slower.

The comabt is real-time with no ability to pause. There is a "tactical" mode that is too slow for my tastes, and an arcade mode
that is faster. I played in arcade mode with the combat speed set to 140%.

The loot at this point is limited to weapons and suits of armor, along with hp\/energy potions and a resurrection item.

I completed the game in about 7 hours. Again, this is the initial early access release in February, 2016. It will certainly get more
content, but I felt it was worth the $10 price already if you like to explore and kill stuff. If you are looking for an engaging story
and colorful character dialogs, this may not be for you (right now.)

. Damn. What a shame. I was actually enjoying this series.

  For the first handful of Chapters, this was an adventure comparable in quality to its predecessor, Trial of the Demon Hunter.
Sure, there were some flaws: the music felt a little lazier this time 'round (as if some of the weaker tracks had been saved for a
game other than the first); there were definitely more typos than previously; and at least one minor plot-hole reared its ugly head
(in which I gained a "Ring of Owls" - which gave me a brief yet enigmatic experience - then seemingly lost said Ring of Owls
when I attained a Ring of Lions...which proceeded to give me the EXACT SAME enigmatic experience)!

  There's also a totally gratuitous attempt to get some romance happenin' in one or two parts, but in all fairness I suspect that's
more of a Choice of Games thing than the author's personal preference (one can only hope).

  So far, so forgivable. Then I reached what I assumed was the climax, or darned near enough...and it was all downhill from
there.

  First major problem: the save system, which kicks in when you die. Not only is it pointless in an interactive novel to keep
going back a good many passages - I just made the same choices, over and over, with the same consequences - but I also ended
up completely restarting my game by accident three times, thanks to the default choice on the load screen being "Restart
Completely"! The first two times I swallowed it, and did my best to spam my way back to where I'd left off. The third time I
threw in the towel. Not happy, Jan.

  Second major problem: there's a riddle asked by an Ogre, and I'm not sure if it's some strange RNG thing, or failing that an
incremental mechanic...but the same response will sometimes get you killed and other times allow you to progress. Suffice it to
say, it was my frustration with this part of the game that led to two of the aforementioned accidental restarts. Enough's enough,
really.

  For now, at least, I'm going to classify this game as "broken". My tolerance for imperfections is fairly high, but an almost
complete lack of game-testing is simply not acceptable, especially for a product asking cold, hard cash. Here's hoping the
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developer addresses these issues in the future, as I did think there was some potential here.

  Verdict: 4.5\/10.

(PS If you enjoyed this review, feel free to check out my two Curator pages: 
http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/9284586-ReviewsJustfortheHELLofit\/
http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/10868048-Truly-Horrible-Horror-Games\/?appid=398210
Cheers!)

Contest with 150$ in prizes!:
Boring Saturday? Do not be troubled!

Lets do something together and lets give it a boost!

The best marketing slogan for Dinosaur Hunt can get up to 100$ worth of games as a gift from me

Post with details is  here 

Enjoy!

ANPAUS. Item drops patch:
Hello All!

1. This patch adds inventory items and drops.

2. I am testing a bundle store for my games, where you will be able to find limited time offers with keys, if you would like to
take a look, just go to:

https://anpa.us/store/upload/

3. If you would like to request custom achievement, you can now do so through the store:
https://anpa.us/store/upload/index.php?route=product/product&product_id=54

Enjoy

ANPA.US. Red Wake Carnage 500 Keys Giveaway:
Hey All

This is just a remainder - There are still some keys left!
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Here is a little giveaway for your entertainment!

http://steamcommunity.com/groups/anpaus#announcements/detail/1656632235964323176

Cheers

ANPA.US. Update Patch 2500819:
Hey People

This updates fixes some issues with main menu controls, adds multiplayer mode and fixing other bugs that were reported.

I hope this will improve the overall gameplay experience.

Thank you for your support.

Cheers

ANPA.US
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